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Eigentumswohnungen und Gewerbeeinheiten in Top-Lage von
Berlin Wedding direkt am Leopoldplatz nahe
der Beuth Hochschule und der BND-Zentrale

IMMOBILIENANGEBOT | REAL ESTATE PROPOSAL

Investment and Vacant Apartments
Near Tegeler Lake and Green Spaces
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Apt. 6

BASISDATEN | BASIC DATA

Typ | Type 12 Units

Lage | Location EG - 3.OG

Anzahl der Zimmer | Number of Rooms 1, 2 or 4

Wohnfläche | Property Size 32,49m² - 110,92m²

Balkon / Terrasse Mostly

Keller | Cellar Partially

Aufzug | Lift No

Garage | Garage No

Gartenfläche | Garden Size

Sanierung (Einheit) | Refurbishment (Unit) The vacant apartments
were renovated in 2017.

Sanierung (Objekt) | Refurbishment (Object) -

Zustand (Einheit) | Condition (Unit) Renovated

Baujahr | Year of Construction 1906

Warmwasser-Aufbereitung | Warm Water Treatment Decentralized via DLE

Heizungs-Anlage | Heating System Oil Central

unit
no.

apartment
/
commercial
location

size
(m²)
tenant
list

no. of
rooms

balcony Tenancy
Rent in
€

Total Net
Price (€)

Yield in
%

3 VH EG li 32,49 1,0 no 240,00 96.102 3,00
4 1OG re 99,50 4,0 yes 435,00 251.169 2,39
5 1OG mi 51,94 2,0 yes 244,39 137.547 2,45
6 1OG re vo 66,77 2,0 yes - 232.668
7 1OG re hi 43,75 1,0 no 210,00 117.398 2,47
9 2OG li vo 59,52 2,0 yes 250,00 146.453 2,36
10 2OG mi 51,94 2,0 yes 350,00 159.823 2,63
11 2OG re vo 66,77 2,0 yes 295,00 169.697 2,40
12 2OG re hi 43,75 1,0 no 280,00 129.837 2,59
13 3OG li vo 59,92 2,0 yes 355,00 179.954 2,60
15 3OG re 110,92 4,0 yes - 386.514
16 3OG li hi 39,58 1,0 no 255,00 130.364 2,70

1. Financing: 50% of the purchase price possible!

2. Impressions: Photos pictured belong to the vacant apartments.
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OBJEKTBESCHREIBUNG | OBJECT DESCRIPTION

1. The object is divided and individual land registers for the
respective apartments exist.

2. Built in 1906 House was gradually renovated, well
maintained and all old building stylistic elements like the
staircase, railings, ceiling and apartment doors, have been
renovated in a high-quality manner

3. All stairwells and common areas including the green
courtyard are very well maintained.

4. The heating is carried out via an oil central heating from
1975/1998 (conversion to district heating possible) and the
individual hot water supply is provided via electric run-
through heaters.

Description Apartments | APARTMENT DESCRIPTION

1. There is a total of 12 apartments (10 rented units and
two empty newly renovated residential units) for sale in this
property (price list see table above)

2. The apartments are divided into sizes between 32,49m²-
110.92m²: 32.49m²-43,75m² (1-room, kitchen, bathroom),
51,94m²-66,77m² (2 rooms, kitchen, bathroom) and
99,50m²-110.92m² (4 rooms, kitchen, bathroom)

3. All the apartments have a balcony except for the one-
bedroom apartments.

4. The apartments have the typical old building charm
(Parquet floor or wooden floorboards, stucco, etc.), are
spacious and bright.

5. 2 apartments (Unit 5 and Unit 16) have been freshly
renovated in 2017/2018 (see illustrations)

6. The attic is not developed.

Apt. 15
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LAGEBESCHREIBUNG | AREA DESCRIPTION

Located in the leafy northwest of Berlin, the Reinickendorf district offers both rural idyll and metropolitan flair
with excellent infrastructure. The property is in the southern part of the district, adjacent to the districts of
Wedding and Pankow just off the metro line U8. Despite the quiet location you can find in the immediate
vicinity schools, amenities, doctors and many shopping opportunities. The area is surrounded by sports
facilities also. The newly renovated Paracelsus Bath is also in the immediate vicinity. With Lake Tegeler and
Tegeler Forest, the district has large expanses of water and green that occupy more than a quarter of the
district area, an absolute record in Berlin. Thanks to the 23 bus, three S and two metro lines as well as the city
highway A 111, the paths in Reinickendorf are short, and in a few minutes, you can easily reach Berlin city
Centre.
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KONTAKT & INFORMATIONEN | CONTACT & INFORMATION

Für weitere Informationen kontaktieren Sie bitte | For further information please contact

 Darrell Smith | Mobile: +49 152 37 16 9825 | Email: darrell@buyberlin.co.uk

 Sam Loft | Mobile: +49 (0) 157 39 48 2584 | Email: sam@buyberlin.co.uk

AGB´s

1. Our offers are non-binding and subject to change. Error, omission and interim sale are reserved. The offers are strictly
confidential and intended exclusively for the recipient of the offer. It is not permitted to pass on to third parties, including the
party's power of attorney or client, without our written consent. Infringements oblige to pay the brokerage fee.

2. In principle, a commission claim arises when the economic success intended by the transaction is achieved. The contract
must have been concluded through our mediation or proof. The commission claim also remains in place if the concluded
contract expires due to the occurrence of a dissolving condition or is fulfilled regardless of expenses due to a recourse or for
other reason. The commission claim is not affected by the conclusion of the contract on a later date or other conditions.

3. Should the contract be completed by economically or legally affiliated company/person/family member of the applicant,
the recipient will continue to owe the brokerage commission.

4. The commission is due at the time of closing of the brokered or proven transaction. We are entitled to commission if,
instead of the business offered by us, a replacement transaction is established which, in its economic success, takes the place
of the original intended business (e.g. lease/lease instead of purchase agreement or vice versa , foreclosure, in the event of an
extension of the offer, in particular the granting of a right of first refusal).

5. The amount of brokerage commission is

-in the case of purchase or other acquisition agreement and in the case of acquisition as part of a forced auction for
undeveloped or built-up properties or property equal rights 7.14% of the total purchase price, including the statutory VAT of
19%.

-if you rent or lease 3 cold rents or lease rents plus. The statutory VAT of 19%.

-in the case of pre-purchase rights secured in general letters, calculated by the value of the property, in addition to the normal
commission 3.57% including the statutory VAT of 19%.

6. We reserve the right to act in a commission for the client as well.

7. No guarantee will be given for the accuracy and completeness of the business offer.

8. Should individual provisions be invalid, the validity of the remaining provisions will not be affected. The invalid provisions
shall be replaced by valid ones which correspond to the economic meaning of the invalid or come closest.

9. The place of performance and place of jurisdiction is Berlin.
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GENERAL TERMS AND CONDITIONS

1. Our offers are not-binding and without obligation. Errors, omissions and prior sale remain reserved. Offers are
directed personally to the offeree and must be treated as confidential. The transfer to third parties, including holders of
a power of attorney or clients of the interested party, are not permitted without our written approval. Any infringement
shall entail the payment of brokerage fee.

2. A brokerage fee is categorically due when the desired economic results are achieved within the business agreement.
The agreement must have been concluded as a result of our brokerage activities or based on evidence supplied by us.
Our claim to a commission fee is not affected when a closed deal is subsequently cancelled owing to a resolute
condition or cannot be fulfilled for any other reason. The claim to a finder’s fee is not affected when a contract is
concluded later or under other conditions.

3. Should the contract be completed by economically or legally affiliated companies / persons / family members of the
offeree, it still owes the commission.

4. The commission is due at the time of the closing of a deal that was either brokered by us or came about based on
evidence supplied by us. We also have a claim to a brokerage fee when another deal - whose economic results replace
the originally intended deal - is substituted for the original offer (for example, a rental or leasing contract instead of a
sales agreement or vice versa, foreclosure, an expansion of the offer, or especially the granting of a pre-emption.)

5. The brokerage fee

- for purchase agreements or the purchase of undeveloped or developed real estate at a foreclosure auction, as well as
rights equivalent to real property, amount to 7,14 % of the total sales price inclusive of 19% VAT.

- three months’ rent – exclusive of heating costs – are due for commercial rentals or leases. 19 % VAT is added to this
amount.

- for a pre-emptive right to buy that is recorded in the land register based on the value of the property, we charge an
additional 3,57 % on top of the usual brokerage fee (inclusive of 19% VAT).

6. We reserve also the right to act for a client on a commission basis.

7. No liability can be assumed for the completeness of the business offer.

8. Should individual provisions be invalid; the remaining provisions shall remain unaffected by this. The invalid
provisions are to be replaced by valid provisions that are equivalent – or come closest from an economic standpoint - to
the meaning of the replaced ones.

9. Place of fulfilment and jurisdiction is Berlin, Germany.
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